This paper describes a neuro-fuzzy modeling framework for predicting the properties of ashes originated from combustion processes for electric generation. The prediction problem is tackled by means of a neuro-fuzzy system in which a neural network and a fuzzy system are combined in a fused architecture, so that the structure and the parameters of the fuzzy rule base are determined via a two-phase learning of the neural network. The modeling framework is composed of two modeling strategies that enable development of both MIMO and MISO neuro-fuzzy models. Experimental results demonstrate that models derived by the proposed framework delivered satisfactory results in spite of the significant complexity of the considered problem.
INTRODUCTION
In the last few years the development of hybrid intelligent systems capable to deal with real world problems has become an issue of great importance and has involved a growing number of researchers in different scientific and engineering areas (see Abraham, 2002 for an overview). The need for tools that allow to handle partial and approximate knowledge encouraged the assertion of fuzzy rule-based systems (Sugeno & Yasukawa, 1993; Wang, 1997; Cherkasski, 1998) . Fuzzy logic, in fact, makes easier and more natural the treatment of the uncertainty often present in real word systems. Also, rule-based inference models, which characterize the fuzzy systems, are close to the human reasoning mechanism: they are simple to understand and easy to handle. In this paper, we describe a neuro-fuzzy framework to solve a real world problem concerning the prediction of chemical features of ashes derived from combustion processes for electric generation. Precisely, the task consists in determining the properties of ashes resulting from a combustion process which involves a particular set of fuels whose composition is known. This complex prediction problem is tackled by means of a neuro-fuzzy system in which a neural network and a fuzzy system are combined in a fused architecture, so that the structure and the parameters of the fuzzy rule base are determined via learning of the neural network. Two different learning phases are employed to derive the fuzzy rule base of the predictive model.
In particular, the first phase is devoted to the initialization of the predictive model: a competitive learning process provides the structure and the parameters for the starting fuzzy rule base. A peculiarity of this process is the automatic definition of the proper number of fuzzy rules, determining the network structure size. The second learning phase is aimed to optimize the parameters of the fuzzy rules. This is accomplished by a supervised learning process, based on a gradient descent technique, that enhances the accuracy of the predictive model. Once the learning is completed, the network architecture encodes the predictive model learned in the form of fuzzy rules and processes data following fuzzy reasoning principles. The proposed modeling framework involves two development strategies that allow generation of both Multiple Input Multiple Output models and Multiple Input Single Output models to solve the problem at hand.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section introduces the scheme of the neuro-fuzzy system, detailing both the system architecture and the learning strategy. Section 3 describes the modeling framework for the ash property prediction.
In section 4 experimental results are reported. Finally, in section 5 concluding remarks are drawn.
GENERAL SCHEME OF THE NEURO-FUZZY SYSTEM
In this section we describe the adopted neuro-fuzzy system. In particular, the fuzzy inference model and the related neuro-fuzzy network are detailed, and then the learning strategy is presented.
The system architecture
The architecture of the proposed neural network realizes the inference mechanism of a zero-order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model, based on a collection of K rules of the form: 
where c i k
are the center and the width of the Gaussian function respectively.
By adopting singleton fuzzification, product rule inference and center average defuzzification, the inferred crisp output value for any input vector x is obtained by:
where µ k
is the activation strength of the kth rule.
To realize the described fuzzy inference mechanism, we use a neural network whose topology reflects the parameters and the structure of the fuzzy rule base. The neuro-fuzzy network expressly designed is composed of four layers:
1. The first layer L A scheme of the described neuro-fuzzy network is depicted in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 : Scheme of the Neuro-Fuzzy Network
The learning strategy
The learning strategy of the neuro-fuzzy network is based on a scheme that is mainly composed of two phases (Castellano & Fanelli, 2000; Castellano & Fanelli, 2001 ):
1. an initialization phase which establishes the starting structure and parameters of the network in order to obtain a first approximation of the fuzzy model;
2. a refinement phase performing a global tuning of fuzzy rules parameters and finds the best fuzzy model fitting the data.
In the first learning phase, an initial fuzzy rule base is automatically generated from input data using a clustering process performed over the input space. Particularly, the number of rule nodes (and hence the structure of the network) and initial rule parameters (weights) are obtained deriving a fuzzy rule from each cluster. The clustering is carried out by an unsupervised learning of the neuro-fuzzy network with the ability to adapt the number of clusters as the learning proceeds. This represents a peculiarity of our methodology: the proper number of clusters corresponding to the number of rules for the fuzzy model is automatically determined, unlike common clustering-based methods (e.g. c-means, fuzzy c-means, conventional competitive learning) which require an appropriated pre-selection of the clusters -and hence of rules -number. To initiate the learning scheme, a training set composed by inputoutput data and an initial guessed number K of fuzzy rules must be provided.
This competitive learning phase involves only the third layer of the neuro-fuzzy network. When an input pattern is presented, the nodes of this layer compete and the unit whose weight vector is the closest in term of Euclidean distance to the input vector is chosen as winner. The unit characterized by the second closest weight vector is marked as the rival. Then the weight vector of the winning unit is updated to move it closer to the input vector, whereas the vector of the rival unit is pushed farther from it. This rival-penalized mechanism assures that each cluster is represented by only one weight vector.
Once established the structure and the initial weights of the network, the starting fuzzy rule base is initialized and the neuro-fuzzy network is subjected to the second learning phase. This is devoted to optimally adjust the parameters based on the same training data so that the Mean Squared Error of the network
where
is minimized and the overall accuracy of the system is improved. The supervised learning algorithm is based on a gradient method performing the steepest descent on a surface in the network weight space. The general learning rule for a generic weight w is w := w + ∆w with ∆w = −η ∂E ∂w being η > 0 the learning rate.
A FRAMEWORK FOR THE ASH PROPERTY PREDICTION PROBLEM
Recent research trends point out that neuro-fuzzy systems are coming out from the sphere of pure research and much effort is devoted to their application in the industrial arena. Our work falls within this context, since we propose a framework which finds application in an industrial prediction problem. Precisely, we focus on the task to predict chemical properties of ashes originated from combustion processes for electric generation.
In the last few years the analysis of the discarded materials resulting from the combustion processes has been considered a very important issue in the industrial context and, in particular, in the field of electric generation. The reasons for such a growing interest can be easily understood if we think about the great relevance assumed by the studies concerning the evaluation of the environment impact factor. Moreover, a new trend in the industrial research consists in applying discarded materials in several recycling activities. Indeed, ashes originated from combustion processes can be used for the production of different materials, such as cements, provided that they meet some kind of requirements. Hence, the ability to predict ash properties turns out to be of significant importance also in industrial contexts when it is necessary to obtain a high-quality final product.
However, the problem of predicting ash properties represents a very complex prediction task: the burning processes are characterized by highly non-linear relationships between the involved factors and several parameters have to be considered to perform ash property prediction. In particular, we focus on predicting the chemical composition of the ashes using information about the combustion set-up, that is the type and the chemical composition of fuels involved, and the burning conditions.
To this aim, a modeling framework has been defined that, based on the neuro-fuzzy system described above, profits from the combined advantages of fuzzy systems and neural networks, i.e. explicit representation of knowledge underlying the predictive model and capability of discovering correlations between input and output data that transcend the human intuition power.
The problem data set was provided by ENEL Produzione Ricerca S.p.A., Italy. It collects observation measurements of the chemical composition of ashes resulting from burning processes in a combustion plant for electric generation. For the preliminary activities reported here, a set of 54 experimental samples were used, which represents the whole dataset available until now. Each sample is codified into a vector of 54 elements: the first 32 components represent the input variables and the remaining 22 encode the output values that the system should be able to predict, i.e. the chemical composition of ashes. Input variables encode the following informations:
• kind of combustion (simple or mixed),
• electric load of the plant,
• drawing point of ashes,
• chemical characteristics of the fuels (28 variables).
As mentioned before, the combustion process can be performed using simply one type of fuel or involving two or more different materials: the samples present in the data set refer to both these situations. For samples derived from mixed combustion, the chemical composition of the fuel mixture has been considered.
There are various problems related to the characteristics of the data set. Beside the limited number of available samples, which contrasts with the intrinsic complexity of the prediction problem, we had to face with the presence of missing values and the remarkable difference between the ranges of some variables. To overcome the last two problems, the data were properly pre-processed. At first, missing values were replaced by a mean value estimated on the basis of the values in complete samples similar to the incomplete ones. The problem concerning the extremely different values of the variables, instead, assumes considerable importance, particularly when we consider the data-driven development of a predictive model. For these reasons, we decided to arrange all the data in order to have similar values and a re-scaling process (Bishop, 1995) , based on the evaluation of mean and variance for each variable, has been To derive predictive models that solve the problem at hand, we adopt a modeling framework that involves two different development strategies (Fig. 2 ):
• MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) strategy: a single MIMO fuzzy model is generated that predicts the values for all the output variables;
• MISO (Multiple Input Single Output) strategy: a number of 22 MISO models are derived, each one for predicting the value of a single output variable. The overall prediction is obtained by joining the response of all the sub-models, each one is specialized to the prediction of a specific output variable. This is done in attempt to define the best strategy to solve the complex prediction problem.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
To derive predictive models for the considered problem, the pre-processed data set, composed of 54 samples, was split into a training set, including 31 samples, and a test set, including the remaining 23 samples. The training set was used to build fuzzy models via the two-phase learning scheme of the neuro-fuzzy network described before, while the test set was used to check the prediction ability of the derived fuzzy models. During the simulation based on the MIMO approach, ten different fuzzy models were derived by running the competitive learning algorithm with different set-up of the learning parameters. In each run, the learning was initiated with a guessed structure of the neural network based on a number of 20 rules given as a form of a-priori knowledge. Hence, the starting neuro-fuzzy networks had 32 inputs, 22 outputs and 20 rule nodes. Then the supervised learning was run for 1000 epochs. The prediction accuracy of the resulting fuzzy models was finally estimated on the testing data.
The results concerning the simulation performed adopting the MIMO approach are summarized in Table 1 , where for each generated fuzzy inference model, the number of fuzzy rules and the prediction error over training data and testing data are reported. The prediction error of each MIMO model was evaluated in terms of a Global Mean Squared Error, defined as the sum of MSEs computed for each output variables:
It can be seen that all the derived models provide satisfactory prediction results, despite the complexity of the problem and the limited number of available samples.
Moreover, the results achieved on testing data are quite stable, regardless the complexity (i.e. number of rules) of the derived models, thus showing the robustness of the MIMO strategy. Table   2 , in terms of MSE on training and testing set. It can be noted that all sub-models exhibit a good prediction accuracy.
Again, selecting the "Aluminum" as reference among the output variables, we display in Fig.6 the trend of the prediction error in the training and in the testing case. Fig.7 A comparison of the predictive results provided by the two models obtained following the MIMO and the MISO strategy is reported in Table 3 , that shows the performance over the test data in terms of GMSE and AMSE (Average of MSEs computed on the entire set of the 22 output variables). It should be noted that the obtained results are quite encouraging, especially if we consider the significant complexity of the prediction problem at hand and the high uncertainty in the limited number of available data. Moreover, the application of the MISO approach generated an improvement of the predictive power of the neuro-fuzzy model.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a neuro-fuzzy framework for ash property prediction has been proposed that provides an effective tool for automatically generating predictive fuzzy models from empirical data. Experimental results show that the produced fuzzy models have a quite simple structure and a satisfactory prediction accuracy, despite the high complexity of the prediction problem and the limited quantity of available data. An interesting feature of the proposed approach is the robustness and the capability to handle noisy and approximated data, that are typical in real-world applications.
Moreover, the prediction results showed that a better accuracy can be achieved when the predictive process is specialized on a single output variable, that is when the MISO strategy is adopted. Nevertheless, the high complexity of the problem and the small size of the dataset still represent a limitation in obtaining very accurate models, even with the MISO approach. In this context, a selection of significant input variables could be beneficial for the prediction of a single output. This may affect not only the predictive accuracy, but also the readability of the fuzzy models.
